Leadership In Service Award  

Name________________________________  
Chapter________________________________

Be sure to give the location and date the service was completed, and have a service leader initial it. If additional spaces are needed, write it as an additional line in any blank space. The chapter/unit service does not have to be with your own chapter/unit, and can be to the community or a Scouting property. Any questions should be brought to the LIS chairman. All requirements must be completed within one year after the annual Lodge Rendezvous and the completed form should be turned into an OA Adviser or the Lodge LIS chairmen before the following year’s Rendezvous. Also see the FAQ sheet on the Lodge downloads page at http://cpcbsa.org/oa.

**Level 1**

Provide 8 hours of service at the Lodge Service Project. Additional hours can be listed for Level 2.

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Provide 4 hours of service at an Ordeal. Additional hours can be listed for Level 2.

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Provide 8 hours of service at chapter and/or unit service projects. Additional hours can be listed for Level 2.

(Circle one)

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Assist in staffing a Lodge or Section event.

Event:___________________________ Date:__________ Role:_________________________ Initial:______

**Level 2** (must also finish every requirement in Level 1)

Attend at least 3 out of the 5 Lodge Service days, contributing an additional 7 hours of service (15+ hours total across levels 1 and 2).

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Attend at least 2 out of the 5 Ordeals, contributing an additional 6 hours of service (10+ hours across levels 1 and 2)

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______

Provide an additional 7 hours of service at chapter and/or unit service projects.

(Circle one)

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Location:______________________ Date:__________ Hours:______ Initial:______ Chapter / Unit

Assist in staffing at 1 additional Lodge or Section event beyond Level 1.

Event:___________________________ Date:__________ Role:_________________________ Initial:______